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Time-domain magneto-THz spectroscopy is utilized to study the frustrated magnet averievite
Cu5−xZnxV2O10(CsCl). Pronounced THz resonances are observed in unsubstituted samples (x = 0)
when cooling below the onset of short-range magnetic correlations. The influence of external mag-
netic effects confirms the magnetic origin of these resonances. Increasing Zn substitution suppresses
the resonances, as frustration effects dominate, reflecting the non-magnetic phases for x > 0.25
compounds. The temperature evolution of the THz spectra is complemented with electron spin
resonance spectroscopy. This comparison allows a direct probe of the different contributions from
magnetic order, frustration, and structural properties in the phase diagram of averievite. Our results
illustrate the effect of magnetic interactions in THz spectra of frustrated magnets.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fascination for the elusive quantum-spin-liquid
state did not fade a bit albeit fifty years of research made
significant contributions to its understanding. In quan-
tum spin liquids (QSLs) no long-range magnetic order
develops despite the presence of strong magnetic inter-
actions; besides disorder and quantum effects, the main
reason comes from geometrical frustration induced by the
crystallographic lattice [1–5]. For that reason, tuning
frustrated magnetic systems provides a versatile toolbox
for exploring the exotic ground states in the vicinity of a
QSL phase [1, 6].

Although extensive experimental [7–11] and theoretical
work [12–18] has been performed in this field, identify-
ing fingerprints of QSL states [19], a direct experimental
detection (smoking gun) remains elusive. To that end, if
we systematically tune the magnetic phase from a long-
range order to a highly frustrated non-magnetic state, we
expect useful insights on exotic magnetism [20].

Over the recent years, a plethora of candidate systems
with different frustrated lattice geometries and magnetic
interactions was successfully synthesized [1]. Among
them honeycomb materials (stripe/ zigzag antiferromag-
nets) are close to the Kitaev spin liquid, for instance α-
RuCl3 [5]. Furthermore, the kagome lattice is suggested
to harbor rich magnetic phases: U(1), or Z2 spin liq-

uids, Q = 0, or
√

3 ×
√

3 states [4, 7]. Especially her-
bertsmithite [ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2] [21] has been highlighted
as a QSL candidate [7]. Recently, the interest in dis-
torted kagome systems has grown as well: Y-kapellasite
[Y3Cu9(OH)19Cl8, Q = (1/3, 1/3) magnetic structure]
[22, 23], volborthite [Cu3V2O7(OH)2·2H2O, spin trimer]
[24], or Rb2Cu3SnF12 (pinwheel valence bond solid) [25].
These systems could develop exotic (noncollinear) mag-
netic phases with an interplay of lattice geometry and
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quantum and thermal fluctuations and offer great tun-
ability in the proximity of QSLs [23, 26].

Averievite, Cu5V2O10(CsCl), constitutes a very partic-
ular case [27–30] because a frustrated Cu3O2Cl kagome
layer is sandwiched between CuVO3 honeycomb sublat-
tices [see Fig. 1(a-c)]. The coexistence of a second dis-
tinct layer offers two distinguishable copper sites with a
square planar and a trigonal bipyramidal coordination for
the kagome and honeycomb layers, respectively. Above
T = 310 K, the trigonal P 3̄m1 structure features an
isotropic kagome network. However, upon cooling, the
system enters a monoclinic P21/c spacegroup, slightly
distorting the kagome geometry. The second transition
occurs, below TS = 127 K, to an unresolved structure
[29]. Susceptibility measurements reveal strong antifer-
romagnetic couplings with a Curie-Weiss temperature of
ΘCW = 185 K.

However, the compound freezes into long-range order
only below TN = 24 K, suggesting a moderate degree of
frustration and the onset of short-range magnetic corre-
lations well above TN [see Fig. 1(d)]. The magnetic en-
tropy assigned with this transition (∆Smag = 1.1 J/mol
K) represents only 3.8 % of the expectedR ln(2), pointing
to remaining spin fluctuations even in the ordered phase.
Moreover, susceptibility measurements do not show any
dependence on the cooling protocol (field-cooled/ zero-
field-cooled data), excluding the possibility of a spin-glass
transition [29]. Theoretical investigations suggest a her-
ringbone valence band solid [26, 31]. Magnetic nearest-
neighbor coupling was calculated to be the dominant
magnetic exchange of J1 = 227.8 K within the kagome
layer (in-plane) and one along the out-of-plane, between
kagome and honeycomb lattice, as J2 = 51.7 K [31], con-
sistent with the experimentally determined Curie-Weiss
temperature [29]. Further magnetic coupling between the
two kagome layers is sufficiently suppressed due to inter-
calated CsO2 sites.

An additional degree of freedom is provided by chem-
ical substitution; to that end different strategies were
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FIG. 1. Crystal structure of the averievite Cu5−xZnx-
V2O10(CsCl). The P 3̄m1 structure is found for x = 0 only
for T > 310 K while for x = 1 in the entire temperature
range. (a) A single unit cell representation. Two different
in-plane (ab) sheets are stacked along the c direction. One
is the kagome structure (b) composed of Cu atoms and the
other is a honeycomb lattice (c) consisting of V and Cu. Over-
all, averievite crystallizes in alternating kagome and two hon-
eycomb lattices. (d) Structural and magnetic properties of
averievite. TS = 127 K, structural transition; TSR ≈ 60 K,
onset of short-range correlations; TN = 24 K, long-range or-
der. False-color plot is based on the integrated absorption
coefficient

∫
α(ω, T ) dω obtained for different Zn concentra-

tions (indicated by vertical arrows at the top). Dark green
points: Onset of magnetic THz resonances.

explored theoretically and experimentally [29, 31, 32].
Among them, exchanging Cu by non-magnetic Zn in
Cu5−xZnxV2O10(CsCl) was found to replace the copper
ions in the honeycomb layers. This substitution reduces
the magnetic interlayer coupling preserving the highly
frustrated S = 1/2 kagome physics with no indication of
long-range order or spin-glass behavior down to T = 2 K.
Furthermore, in Cu4Zn1V2O10(CsCl) (x = 1) the mon-
oclinic distortion upon cooling is absent, such that the
compound remains in the more symmetric P 3̄m1 struc-
ture with an undistorted kagome lattice down to the low-
est measured temperature [cf. Fig. 1(d)]. The specific
heat shows a gapless behavior with a Cp/T ∼ T 2 tem-
perature dependence below T = 10 K [29]. Such a be-
havior might be expected for a U(1) QSL. This not only
promotes Zn-substituted averievite as a QSL candidate,
but the entire averievite family can be taken as a plat-
form for investigating the magnetic ground state under
frustration.

In the present work, we explore the physics of
Cu5−xZnxV2O10(CsCl) by employing THz time-domain
spectroscopy (THz-TDS). This method is a powerful tool
to map out the electromagnetic response of a material
in the THz-frequency range. For insulators, magnetic
properties and phonon contributions are best visible at
low frequencies as the electronic background becomes di-
minished [33–39]. Of particular interest here are mag-
netic resonances [40, 41] that are induced by the mag-
netic field of the THz light over a Zeeman torque. When
probed by THz-TDS these excitations show up as a free
induction decay with a characteristic time scale [42–49].
For x = 0, Cu5V2O10(CsCl), we observe multiple sharp
resonance modes that develop with the onset of short-
range magnetic interactions (TSR ≈ 60 K) with pro-
nounced extended-time oscillations, a fingerprint of mag-
netic THz resonances [43, 44]. Our magneto-THz inves-
tigation further clarifies the magnetic origin of these fea-
tures. As frustration disturbs the ordered ground state in
Zn-substituted averievite, magnetic resonances get sup-
pressed, leaving a featureless response (other than the
electronic/phononic background) reminiscent of quan-
tum spin liquids [14, 50].

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Averievite powders of various substitution rates (x =
0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1, 1.25) were prepared and charac-
terized as described previously [29]. The THz measure-
ments were performed in transmission geometry. Pellets
with a typical thickness of 100 µm were pressed from
fine powder. All specimens were measured with a time-
domain THz spectrometer (TeraView TeraPulse 4000)
attaching a homemade He-bath cryostat and a super-
conducting magnet (Oxford Instruments). The magneto-
THz experiments were performed in Faraday geome-
try (see [51] for further information). The recorded
time varying electric fields were further analyzed by fast
Fourier transformation (FFT) to obtain the frequency-
domain spectra. From that we calculated the absorption
coefficient α(ω) via the well-known Beer-Lambert law:
α(ω) = − ln{Tr(ω)}/d, where Tr is the transmittance
and d the sample thickness [52]. The integration of α(ω)
over frequency,

∫
α(ω) dω, thus is proportional to the op-

tical spectral weight [53].

Furthermore, electron spin resonance (ESR) measure-
ments were conducted via a continuous-wave X-band
spectrometer (Bruker EMXplus) equipped with a He-flow
cryostat (Oxford Instruments, ESR 900) at 9.8 GHz. The
spin susceptibility χe

s is obtained by double integration of
the derivative of the microwave power with respect to the
magnetic field, dP/dH, typically recorded as a function
of temperature T .
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FIG. 2. (a,b) X-band ESR spectra of averievite with x = 0
and x = 1 (derivative of the absorbed microwave power with
respect to the magnetic field) recorded at different tempera-
tures as indicated. Upon cooling below 60 K, several strong
Lorentzian modes are observed for x = 0. The spectral weight
is significantly suppressed for the x = 1 compound. Panel (c)
shows the electron-spin susceptibility χe

s(T ) for the x = 0
compound obtained from ESR measurements. Vertical black
dashed lines represent the TN = 24 K and TSR ≈ 60 K. Col-
ored dashed line represents the change of trend under the
onset of short-range magnetic correlations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To characterize the magnetism of averievite,
temperature-dependent ESR measurements in the
X-band frequency were performed for x = 0 and x = 1
powders. The results are presented in Fig. 2(a,b). In
the x = 0 sample, three distinct Lorentzian modes can
be clearly identified at T ≈ 60 K, and their intensity
strongly increases upon cooling. This splitting indicates
the different magnetic contributions from kagome and
honeycomb copper sites. Substituting Cu by Zn (x = 1)
leads to an overall suppression of spectral weight, i.e.,
a considerable change of magnetism for Zn-substituted
samples. This result is in accord with susceptibility
measurements [29], reporting a suppression of the mag-
netic order as the Zn concentration increases. Fig. 2 (c)
displays the temperature-dependent electron-spin sus-
ceptibility χe

s for the x = 0 compound, extracted from
the ESR spectra. When T decreases, χe

s(T ) starts to
rise around 60 K, indicating the onset of short-range
magnetic correlations/ short-range order. It further
amplifies close to TN = 24 K as magnetic interactions
stabilize. These results yield two characteristic tem-
peratures for magnetic properties of x = 0 averievite:
the onset of short-range correlations, TSR ≈ 60 K, and
long-range order, TN = 24 K; see Fig. 1(d).

The frequency-dependent absorption coefficient α(ω),
obtained by THz time-domain spectroscopy, is presented
in Fig. 3 for different Zn substitutions x. Overall,
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FIG. 3. (a-f) Absorption coefficient, α(ω) spectra of a se-
ries of Cu5−xZnxV2O10(CsCl) samples with varied Zn con-
tributions, obtained from THz-TDS. At room temperature,
all compounds contain similar peaks at around 15, 28, and
50 cm−1. Upon cooling through the structural transition,
the lower concentrations x < 0.75 show pronounced changes.
For x = 0 several sharp resonances develop below 60 K. (g)
Frequency-integrated absorption coefficient (10 to 50 cm−1)
as a function of temperature for representative substitution,
normalized by the 295 K data. Two vertical dashed lines
represent TN and TS , respectively.

the spectra are characterized by an insulating response.
At elevated temperatures, three maxima are present at
around 15, 28, and 50 cm−1 for the x = 0 compound
[Fig. 3(a)]. These features most likely stem from low-
energy phonon modes because at THz frequencies no
electronic contributions are expected due to the highly
insulating nature of averievite [29]. Furthermore, these
phonon modes are affected by Zn substitution (see [51]).
Here, the center frequencies are slightly higher compared
to the unsubstituted compound. Especially, the 28 cm−1

peak exhibits a slight blueshift, likely due to the com-
bined effect of Zn substitution on the lattice and differ-
ent space groups of the x = 0 and x = 1 samples. The
blueshift is expected due to the reduced bonding length
(increased bonding force) of Zn compared to Cu. This
lets us speculate that the phonons involve honeycomb
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and kagome sites (out-of-plane vibrations) or are associ-
ated with the distortion of the kagome lattice.

Let us first focus on the x = 0 spectra displayed in
Fig. 3(a), where we can see that the two latter peaks ex-
hibit a significant temperature dependence when cooling
down to T ≈ 100 K. While the 28 cm−1 mode hardens,
the 50 cm−1 feature moves to lower frequencies result-
ing in a broad contribution centered at around 40 cm−1.
This broadening of the phonon modes upon cooling im-
plies a lattice instability in the vicinity of the structural
transition (TS = 127 K). The broad phonon contribu-
tion sustains its frequency and its intensity continuously
grows with cooling down to 1.55 K.

Drastic changes are observed in α(ω) when the temper-
ature is reduced below 60 K, where short-range magnetic
correlations appear: multiple well pronounced and sharp
peaks emerge distributed over the entire THz range down
to 19 cm−1. Given the spectral form and rather abrupt
temperature evolution of these features, a pure phononic
origin seems very unlikely. More details will be discussed
later. Interestingly, samples with intermediate substitu-
tion [x = 0.25 and 0.5, presented in Fig. 3(b,c)] undergo
a comparable phonon evolution implying that the struc-
tural instability still resides in these samples, possibly
exhibiting a similar structural phase transition (weaker
but with the same trend as in x = 0). The sharp reso-
nances of the x = 0 sample, however, are totally absent
when Zn substitution exceeds x = 0.25; cf. Fig. 3(b-d).
For high concentrations x = 1 and x = 1.25 [Fig. 3(e,f)],
only a negligible temperature evolution of the phonon
modes is observed, suggesting that no structural tran-
sition occurs with cooling. This is in accordance with
the synchrotron powder diffraction [29]. These trends
can also be followed in the integrated absorption coeffi-
cient,

∫
α(ω, T ) dω/

∫
α(ω, T = 295 K) dω, displayed in

Fig. 3(g). Indeed, for the x = 0 sample the temperature
dependence clearly changes around TS = 127 K. Further-
more, the integrated absorption coefficient increases be-
low TN = 24 K indicating a close connection to the sharp
peaklike features and the magnetic degree of freedom ob-
served in the unsubstituted sample. For higher substi-
tution rates, the absorption curves are rather monotonic
without any noticeable change. This also reflects the fact
that Zn substitution suppresses the structural transition
as well as magnetic order.

In searching for the origin of the sharp low-temperature
features of the x = 0 sample, we analyze the electric field
of transmitted THz light in the time domain in more de-
tail, Fig. 4(a). At ambient temperature, the spectrum
consists of the main pulse of the THz electric field, cen-
tered at around 3 ps. Decreasing the temperature below
TSR ≈ 60 K, additional oscillation features appear with
longer periods (about 30 ps). Cooling down further to
T = 1.55 K, these oscillations become more prominent.
Especially below TN = 24 K, an additional group of os-
cillations can be identified between 30 to 35 ps, increas-
ing the sharpness of the peaklike features in Fig. 3(a).
The FFT analysis clearly shows that the phononic high-

FIG. 4. Time-domain THz electric field transmitted through
averievite pellet. (a) and (b) represent the x = 0 and x = 1
samples of Cu5−xZnxV2O10(CsCl). The insets are the mag-
nified views of the main echo signals. Below 60 K pro-
nounced extended-time oscillations develop for the x = 0
sample [shaded area in (a)], well separated from the main
pulse. For the x = 1 sample these oscillations are absent. (c)
False-color plot of the absorption coefficient α(ω, T ) spectra
for the x = 0 sample. Three lines are representing the struc-
tural transition at TS = 127 K, onset of short-range magnetic
correlations at TSR ≈ 60 K, and magnetic long-range order at
TN = 24 K, respectively. The dashed lines trace the 28 and
50 cm−1 modes.

temperature response, i.e., the 15, 28, and 50 cm−1 fea-
tures, is rather confined to the main pulse. However, the
multiple sharp peaks in the low-temperature spectra cor-
respond to the pronounced extended-time oscillation of
the electric field. For the x = 1 sample these oscillations
are absent, Fig. 4(b), rendering a purely phonic response.

For the x = 0 compound, a three-dimensional false-
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color plot of α(ω, T ) is presented in Fig. 4(c). Here, one
can clearly separate the effects of the structural transition
at TS = 127 K, the spectral evolution in the vicinity of
the short-range magnetic correlations, TSR ≈ 60 K, and
the one related to long-range order below TN = 24 K. The
structural transition leads to a redistribution of spectral
weight from the two phonon modes at 28 and 50 cm−1

to a new mode at 40 cm−1. At TSR the sharp peaklike
contributions appear and becomes stronger toward lower
temperatures. Some of the peaks (for instance, the one
around 30 cm−1) show additional sharpening when en-
tering the long-range magnetically ordered phase below
TN . In general, however, only monotonic changes can be
observed at TN .

It is notable that the sharp spectral peaks – due to
extended-time oscillations – emerge at the same tem-
perature as magnetic short-range correlations. This fact
is taken as strong evidence for the magnetic origin of
these features. Indeed, THz-driven spin precession (mag-
netic resonance) has recently been reported in several
magnetically ordered systems [43, 44, 46–49]. Here, the
THz magnetic field adds a torque to the spins, result-
ing in a coherent precession of the magnetic moments.
The emitted electromagnetic wave can be detected via a
time-gated detection scheme, which allows us to distin-
guish electronic and magnetic contributions by different
timescales. Although the total magnetization vanishes
for antiferromagnetic systems, the magnetic resonance
is still expected to be driven by the staggered magnetic
component, i.e., the Néel order n [38]. The electromag-
netic field emitted during the free induction decay has a
distinguishable oscillation period regarding the decaying
time of the precession, which is on the order of several
tens of ps, whereas the electronic response of the mate-
rial is confined to shorter times of the incident THz light
(a few ps) [42]. The time-domain spectra of the x = 0
compound [Fig. 4(a)] show such a pronounced extended-
time delay signal. The close temperature relation with
the magnetic characteristic temperatures (TSR and TN )
supports this idea.

At this point, we cannot fully exclude a possible mag-
netoelastic coupling mechanism from be involved. Such a
scenario is used to explain splitting of the phonons under
the emergence of magnetic order in other systems [54, 55].
In the present case, a lattice vibration might modulate
the spin configuration, i.e., a transient change of the dis-
tortion of the kagome lattice/ coupling of kagome and
honeycomb copper sites. Especially, the contributions
of out-of-plane (kagome-honeycomb) modes might favor
the latter. However, in distinction from a magnetic res-
onance, these splittings are expected to be, most likely,
continuously developing from the original phonon modes,
which is not the case for averievite [cf. Fig.4 (c)]

Another possibility is Brillouin zone folding with the
development of a magnetic supercell at TN [56]. This
could as well result in new THz features as the phonon
wavelength increases, i.e., under unit cell doubling. Sim-
ilar observations have been made, for instance, at the
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FIG. 5. (a-d) Evolution of the frequency-dependent ab-
sorption coefficient α(ω) under external magnetic field for
Cu5V2O10(CsCl) at T = 1.6 K. The black dashed lines indi-
cate those modes which do not shift in field, but only modify
their intensity. The ones with both intensity and frequency
shifts are marked at the center frequency at zero field (blue)
and 10 T (red) with dashed lines [panel (b,c)].

spin-Peierls transition [57] or charge order [58]. How-
ever, our structural/ magnetic characterizations do not
give any indications of such cases. Raman or infrared
studies, providing a symmetry aspect, could give further
insight about this relation of structural and magnetic de-
grees of freedom.

Furthermore, results of our ESR measurements on the
x = 0 compound match well with the magnetic tem-
perature scale; the absorption starts to appear at TSR
and amplifies further at TN . In addition, we observe
multiple Lorentzian contributions in ESR result. In this
case, the system might contain distinct magnetic con-
tributions, i.e., multiple magnetic channels (different Cu
sites). Interestingly, in our THz measurements we ob-
serve multiple resonances as well, inferring the superpo-
sition of several oscillations in the time-domain signal.

To further confirm the origin of the low-temperature
resonances in unsubstituted averievite, we carried out
magneto-THz measurements; the results are presented
in Fig. 5. Some of the sharp features clearly shift to
lower energies with magnetic field [see panels (b,c)]. In
the Supplemental Material we demonstrate that this shift
can already be concluded from modifications in the time-
domain oscillations [51]. Further investigations are neces-
sary to firmly conclude on the final reason for the redshift
under external magnetic field. There are different possi-
bilities such as enhanced magnon scattering under mag-
netic field [59, 60] or a slight adjustment of the internal
staggered field along the external static field and thus a
change in the resonance frequency and intensity. Impor-
tantly, our magneto-THz measurements confirm the mag-
netic origin of the sharp resonances at 27.5 and 30 cm−1.
Furthermore, the simultaneous appearance of multiple
low-energy resonances far below the structural transition
suggests a common magnetic origin of all resonances.
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Based on our comprehensive THz study we now gain
some understanding of the structural and magnetic prop-
erties of averievite from a spectroscopic view. Especially,
with the false-color plot of

∫
α(ω, T ) dω, Fig. 1(d), we

find a good agreement to previous static magnetome-
tries and structural characterization [29]. The transi-
tion at TS = 127 K is indeed detected in the phonon
spectra, where features merge and new phonons appear
for the x = 0 sample. For intermediate substitutions
(x = 0.25 and 0.5), a similar phonon evolution can be
revealed, reminiscent of the structural phase transition
in the x = 0 specimen. However, the phonon modes
in Cu4ZnV2O10(CsCl) (x = 1) do not show any signif-
icant temperature dependence, providing evidence that
the structural transition is absent. As far as the mag-
netic aspects are concerned, we detect well pronounced
magnetic resonances in the THz range for the x = 0 aver-
ievite. It is important to point out that these features
concomitantly appear with the onset of short-range mag-
netic correlations, even above the temperature TN before
long-range order is established. This indicates the exis-
tence of strong magnetic interactions, i.e., paramagnons
[61, 62]. The magnetic features vanish with substitution
as x > 0.25. Increasing the Zn content further com-
pletely suppresses the magnetic order. The THz response
of x = 1 averievite is not susceptible to an external mag-
netic field (see [51]), in conjunction with the expectation
of QSLs [14, 50].

Previous DFT calculations suggest that Zn substitu-
tion specifically replaces the Cu ions within the honey-
comb lattice [29]. In return, this substitution reduces the
magnetic coupling between the adjacent kagome and hon-
eycomb lattice leading to magnetically isolated kagome
layers. Here, the magnetic fluctuations become stronger
as the highly frustrated kagome layers decouple from each
other, resulting in a suppression of magnetic order. The
structural transitions are suppressed as well. Thus, the
x = 1 system remains in the P 3̄m1 space group down
to the lowest measured temperatures without magnetic
ordering. These results are well corroborated by our THz
measurements, revealing the entanglement of structural

an magnetic factors in the phase diagram of averievite.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we performed extensive magneto-THz
measurements on averievite Cu5−xZnxV2O10(CsCl). We
detected magnetic resonances for the unsubstituted com-
pound due to the spin precession induced by THz light.
We find a rather wide temperature range of magnetic
short-range correlations TSR ≈ 60 K above long-range
order TN = 24 K. In fact, the THz resonances are cou-
pled to the short-range order, similarly to paramagnons.
For samples substituted with a higher Zn concentration,
frustration effects of the kagome lattice take over, leading
to a suppression of the magnetic resonances; they vanish
when exceeding x = 0.25 substitution. Corroborating the
magneto-THz results our ESR investigation shows a sup-
pressed spectral weight as well. With the comprehensive
information provided by THz spectra obtained in time
domain we can identify magnetic and structural transi-
tions of averievite Cu5−xZnxV2O10(CsCl). This study
sheds light on the way magnetic interactions affect THz
spectra and magnetization dynamics of frustrated mag-
nets. We clear the way for directly probing the differ-
ent contributions from magnetic order, frustration, and
structural properties. Moreover, tracing the magnetic
resonances and their dynamics gives an augmented, spec-
troscopic aspect of frustrated magnetism in the vicinity
of QSLs proving the efficacy of THz time-domain spec-
troscopy in this field.
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V. ZINC SUBSTITUTION

In order to investigate the influence of Zn substitution on the structural properties, room temperature measurements
have been performed. Results are shown in Fig. S1. Here, the phononic features are effected by substituting Cu to
Zn. For instance, the 28 cm−1 mode shows a blueshift with increasing the Zn content. The feature at around 50
cm−1 sharpens for higher Zn concentrations as well. These changes are likely a combined effect of the smaller atomic
diameter of Zn compared to Cu causing a stronger bonding force and the different space groups of the samples.
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FIG. S1. Room temperature (T = 295 K) absorption coefficient for different Zn concentrations.



VI. MAGNETO-THZ MEASUREMENTS

Magneto-THz measurements were performed in Faraday geometry (~k ‖ ~Hext, ~HTHz ⊥ ~Hext, where ~k is the wave

vector of the incident THz light, ~Hext the external magnetic field, and ~HTHz the magnetic component of the THz
light) at a base temperature of T = 1.6 K. The spectra are presented in the main text. The time-domain electric fields
for the x = 0 sample are shown in Fig. S2 up to the highest applied field of 10 T. While the main signal below 5 ps
shows only minor intensity variations [Fig. S2 (a)], systematic changes in the extended-time oscillations are observed
under magnetic field [Fig. S2 (b,c)]. Furthermore, results for the x = 1 sample are shown in Fig. S3 in which no
changes under magnetic field are observed.
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FIG. S2. (a-c) Magneto-THz measurements, electric field as a function of time delay for the x = 0 compound at T = 1.6 K.
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FIG. S3. Magneto-THz measurements of the x = 1 compound at T = 1.6 K. (a) Time-domain spectra and (b) corresponding
absorption coefficient, α(ω). No systematic changes under magnetic fields up to 10 T are observed.



VII. PELLET PREPARATION AND REPRODUCIBILITY

All powders were thoroughly ground before pressing the pellets for the optical measurements. Although the grain
size is small compared to the THz wavelength and therefore only negligible contribution due to scattering is expected
in the probed frequency range, several pellets were compared to check the reproducibility of the spectroscopic features.
As well to exclude any effect of the random crystallographic orientation within the powder, we repeated our THz
measurements on differently prepared pellets (grinding, pellet size, and thickness).

In Fig. S4, the absorption coefficient obtained from THz-TDS measurements at 1.6 K is shown for multiple pellets.
100 and 360 µm thick pellets were measured inside the superconducting magnet. To compare with the results shown
in the main text (blue curve, 114 µm thick pellet) the spectrum has been scaled. Overall, the main features, including
the assigned resonances from the main text (15 to 50 cm−1), show well reproducible characteristic frequencies and
lineshapes. Note that the decreased signal inside the magnet compared to the measurements performed in a LiHe-bath
cryostat results in slight deviations at the low energies, around 10 cm−1. Furthermore, magneto-THz measurements
were repeated for the 360 µm thick pellet (see Fig. S5). The behavior of the low-energy resonances in magnetic field
is almost identical for the different pellets (cf. Fig. 5). Albeit the fact the spectra might contain mixed responses from
different crystallographic orientations, other effects from the powder can be excluded. Thus, the time-domain spectra
and the absorption coefficient reflect intrinsic properties of the sample.
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FIG. S4. Absorption coefficient for different pellets. Red and black curves: 100 and 360 µm thick pellets used for magneto-THz
measurements. Blue curve: 114 µm thick pellet from the main text. For comparison, data from the main text have been scaled.
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